
What are the vital details of anugraheethan 
antony movie? 

This can be regarded as a very popular question among a lot of movie lovers these days. As we all 
know, whenever a new movie gets released, we become extremely curious to find out the various 
essential details regarding the movie. Here, we will be discussing the vital details of 
anugraheethan antony movie. Now, most of us might have heard about this particular movie. It is 
actually a Malayalam movie and the storyline of the movie is very interesting. This movie explores 
an entirely different concept and hence, it can be regarded as very unique. Here, we will be giving 
a brief overview of the movie. Thereafter, we will discuss the storyline of the movie briefly. Thus, 
this discussion can be regarded as extremely beneficial for all those who are hearing about this 
movie for the very first time. So, without further delay, let's get into our discussion of this infamous 
movie. 

https://filmitamasha.com/anugraheethan-antony/


An overview of anugraheethan antony movie
As we have already mentioned, this is a malayalam movie and the meaning of the title is 
“Blessed Antony”. This movie was released in the year 2021 and is regarded as a romantic 
comedy fantasy film. Thus, it is appropriate to say that the movie combines different 
elements together. This feature makes it very unique as well as interesting. It was directed 
by Prince Joy. This was his directorial debut. The movie stars Sunny Wayne and Gouri G. 
Kishan in lead roles. Other prominent actors who are a part of this movie include Siddique, 
Indrans, Suraj Venjaramoodu and Baiju Santhosh. They play supporting roles in this movie. 
This movie also has a dog whose role is quite significant. This film was produced by M. 
Shijith, under the banner of Lekshya Entertainments. This can be regarded as a brief 
overview of this infamous movie. In the next section, we will be discussing the storyline of 
this movie in brief. So, let's see the basic plot of the movie. 



Storyline of this movie
The movie, anugraheethan antony was regarded as very unique and it has a very interesting 
storyline. The movie starts with the death of a man. This young man is the hero of the movie and 
his name is Antony. Thereafter, it is shown that his ghost is watching over the funeral proceedings. 
Nobody can see him or feel his presence. He is also unable to talk to or touch anyone else who is 
alive. The only one who can see him is his father's pet dog Rony. On the following day after his 
death, he meets Antappan. He was an alcoholic who died before cashing in his winning lottery 
ticket. Antony thereafter stays with Antappan on his last day as his family finds the ticket. It is 
Antappan who reveals to him that spirits will only be on the earth for 7 days. Antony was in love 
with a girl named Sanjana, who seems to reciprocate his love. But, unfortunately, just before 
confessing his love to her, he meets with the accident and dies. Now as he is no more, his spirit 
wishes to convey the news of his death and his love for her. But is unable to do so and faces many 
obstacles. 



Conclusion

Thus, this are some of the vital details regarding the movie anugraheethan antony. Here, 
we have provided a brief overview of this movie. Thereafter, we have looked at the storyline 
of this movie in brief. From our discussion, it is quite evident that this movie is very 
interesting and has a unique story to tell. Hence, it is highly recommended that everyone 
should watch this movie. It will definitely be an amazing experience.


